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Elizabeth Anne(10-01-91)
 
Hi!  My name is Elizabeth Anne. I grew up in Colorado and Ohio.  I have three
sisters and zero brothers.  I have six AWESOME best friends.  Their names are:
Taylor, Freddie, Gabe, Kim, Logan, and Paige.  Without these guys, I wouldn't be
able to survive!  I love them like family...My favorite animal is a frog...I am kind
of obsessed with them.  My favorite colors are pink and blue.  If you want to
know anything more about me that's not too personal, just ask! !  :) :
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A Friend
 
A friend can be a sister,
A friend can be a foe.
My friend is like my sister,
I will never let her go.
A sister may not always be a friend,
But a friend should always, no matter what, be a sister.
 
Elizabeth Anne
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Gabriel
 
Gabe,
You're like my brother.
You're there for me when I need you most.
When I'm wrong,
You're like my mother,
But when I'm right,
You like to boast.
You always know whats best for me,
Even when times get rough.
You've never turned your back on me,
No matter how much I tried to act tough...
And for all that, dear Gabe,
Is why I love you...
And you will always be my brother.
 
Elizabeth Anne
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I Am From...
 
i am from washind dishes
from feeding the dogs and cleaning my room
i am from the bouncy trampoline
purple exciting
it looks like fun
i am from strawberry plants
the rose bush
whose petals i remember
as if i were feeling their velvety touch right in my hand
 
i ma from knopps and patchels
from bornholdts and deans
i am from go make dinner
and do your homework
from are your chores done and get me some tea
i am from school in ohio
and a report from second grade
 
i am from ohio and colorado
tacos and mac-n-cheese
from breaking some bones
up in my closet and under my bed in boxes
and in my mind
full of papers and pictures of my childhood times
i am proudly from the amazing details about myself
 
Elizabeth Anne
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I Hate You
 
'i hate you'
i hear it everyday
from everyone
i feel unloved...
i am unloved...
'i hate you'
i hear it again and again
it hurts worse each time...
i wanna leave
just runaway
but i know i cant
im depended on too much
but still hated...
'i hate you'
and...im gone
 
Elizabeth Anne
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Lesson Of Love
 
Love floats around,
love is here and there.
 
Love gets around,
love is in the air.
 
What would you do without it?
Live?
Die?
Sing soft sweet songs
about something you know nothing about?
 
Don't...just go out and love....
 
Elizabeth Anne
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Mercy Ship
 
So much depends
upon
 
a brown ship,
mercy
 
overfilling with
diseases
 
over the open
seas
 
Elizabeth Anne
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Miserable
 
i sit
miserable
very young
nobody wants me...
yet
everybody needs me
i am depended upon
no one can depend upon themselves
i am cinderella
doing everything
everywhere
my chores
everyone else's chores
my homework
fixing my sister's things
i do everything...
from cooking to cleaning
everything...and yet
i'm still miserable
 
Elizabeth Anne
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My Food
 
So much depends
upon
 
the food in my
kitchen
 
overstocked with munchies
for me
 
filled with my
food
 
Elizabeth Anne
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My Invisible Love
 
I love you,
Yes I love you.
I love you very much so.
I love you,
Yes I love you.
But in your eyes, my dear,
I'm just an average, little Jane Doe.
 
Elizabeth Anne
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My Love
 
No matter what you say...
No matter what you do...
 
My love for you...
Will always be pure and true...
 
Elizabeth Anne
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Our Love Will Last
 
Thank you for everything you do
And for being my best friend
You are by my side 24-7...
Letting nobody ever hurt me.
On the contrary,
Really meaningless arguments have come about...
 
Did we ever recover?
Even through the harshest times, we did...
Every passing moment, I think of our past......
 
But everytime drama rolls around, we grow apart...
Relying on not eachother, but others' words.
Only we can fix this...if we ever thought about our own stupidity...
We would be stronger than ever...but now we have nothing...
Nothing but eachother...our trust...our own words...
 
                      I will love you always and forever...
 
Elizabeth Anne
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Pink Book
 
So much depends
upon
 
a pink note
book
 
filled with expressed
feelings
 
inside the filled
locker
 
Elizabeth Anne
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